Where Change Meets Choice

Shifts in technology, the economy, and how people interact and collaborate are constantly transforming your workplace. Furniture solutions must provide flexibility and choice like never before, with the ability to accommodate “right now” as efficiently as “what if.”

With Further, plan your workspace for what you need today, with the confidence you can change and evolve it to meet what tomorrow will bring. All while addressing individual workstyles for how people like to work.
Shape Your Workspace

Just as business needs take different forms, so can Further. Its ability to scale up or down to provide exactly what you need to meet the requirements of the individual, the team, and the organization is just one of the ways Further is helping shape the productive workplace.

LINEAR
Provide a seat for everyone while promoting interaction among team members.

PERPENDICULAR
Create more enclosed workstations or collaborative areas, or a mix of the two.

ORGANIC
Design unique, flexible arrangements with 120-degree planning.

FREESTANDING
Give workers the ability to change their workspace for whatever the moment demands.
Take Your Workplace Further

Organic, 120-degree planning provides maximum worksurface area in a space-efficient footprint.

Benching with screens and storage is an effective way to keep project teams together and connected.

Expanding the organic layout creates areas for focused work and enclosed space for group interaction.
Further supports the different ways in which people think, structure, organize, and complete work. Using the same thoughtfully designed components, Further offers countless opportunities to create an inspired, productive workplace where people can perform their very best.

Shared workstations are defined by personal towers, while credenzas and upmount storage separate space.

Freestanding, mobile furniture gives workers the ability to change their workspace to support team activities.

A light-scale bench invites mobile workers to touch down while still feeling part of the overall environment.

Shifting the line of sight with an organic layout ensures people are not facing each other.
Future Forward

You don’t know exactly what the future will bring. But what is certain is your workplace must keep up with the pace of business. Further can easily and efficiently adapt with versatile components that take advantage of its built-in flexibility, without you having to invest in a totally new product. Further is the solution for today that comes standard with a plan for tomorrow.

RAISE YOUR WORKSPACE TO NEW HEIGHTS

Buy in at fixed-height worksurfaces, and when the time is right, shift to integrated height-adjustable wherever necessary, all while reusing 70% of the original components. Further Adaptive, available in linear, perpendicular, and organic layouts, makes promoting health and wellness easier than ever.

GROW ORGANICALLY

Trapezoid worksurfaces provide opportunity to easily transition from a linear bench to an organic, 120-degree layout by simply reusing the hub-and-beam structure and adding a screen. An open environment becomes more enclosed as team requirements change or business priorities shift.
Powerful Possibilities

The signature power hub is the key to Further’s infinite flexibility. When beam-connected at standard or low height, it routes power inside the beam and data alongside through an integrated wire manager. With the versatile hub design, Further can easily reconfigure to accommodate whatever the workplace demands.

The freestanding hub powers individuals or team-based spaces in either a hardwired or corded design.

A beam-mounted wire manager hides data while keeping it easily accessible.
Further makes it easy to create the environment you need to work productively and comfortably, with a variety of uniquely designed components. Choose from storage, screens, and desktop accessories for how you like to work.

**STORAGE**
- Side-access tower
- Upmount storage with sliding door
- Upmount storage
- Mobile credenza
- Open support pedestal
- Pull-out pedestal

**SCREENS**
- User-movable fabric screen
- Beam-mounted glass screen
- Worksurface-mounted upmount screen
- Worksurface-mounted modesty screen
- Gallery panel

**ACCESSORIES**
- Horizontal paper tray
- Cord organizer
- Pencil holder
- Phone/tablet stand
- Shelf
- Vertical paper tray
Cover Further: Beigewood Laminate Top, Brilliant White and Flint Paint Clarity® Seating: Platinum Mesh, Titanium Mesh Carrier/Arm Pads, White Frame/Base  


p. 5 Further Adaptive: Maharam Campos by Kvadrat Fabric Screen, Phantom Ecru Laminate Top, Loft Paint  


Further Adaptive: Frosted Translucent and Landscape Sheen Fabric Screens, Designer White Laminate Top, Silver Paint Evo Seating: Dust Mesh, Hamilton Pepper Upholstery, Black Frame/Base  

Further and Altitude® A3: Spin Cobblestone Fabric Screen, Portico Teak Laminate Top, Black Paint Radii Storage: Brilliant White and Flint Paint Evo Seating: Dust Mesh, Hamilton Pepper Upholstery, Black Frame/Base  

For additional Further layouts, go to allsteeloffice.com/typicalsgallery

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish. When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.